VOTES FAIR AID
House Passes Bill Carrying $475,000.

MAJORITY IS LARGE
Rising Vote Even Is Not Necessary.

CONFERENCE IS NEXT STEP
Appropriations Can be Increased or Reduced.

OREGON MEN CONFER TODAY
Tampa Conference Has Colleagues That the State Labor Men Should Be Left to the Execution of the Plan.

SIGN THE TREATY
Britain and France Settle Colonial Issue.

TRADE SCORES BIG VICTORY
Morocco and Egypt Will Be Open for Thirty Years.

CHANGES IN NEWFOUNDLAND
France Promises Exclusive Fishing Privileges to Our Own Fishers, but Lifts Rights to Fish-Made Concessions in Africa.

LONDON, April 2.-The Anglo-French fishing treaty was signed in the Foreign Office by Sir Edward Grey and Mr. Aristide Briand, with the promise to preserve the fisheries of the Mediterranean for the benefit of the fishing communities of the United Kingdom and France. The treaty is expected to extend over ten years, allowing both parties to fish freely in the area of the独家 fishing rights. The signing of the treaty is a significant step in the process of easing tensions between the two countries.

The treaty is expected to extend over ten years, allowing both parties to fish freely in the area of the独家 fishing rights. The signing of the treaty is a significant step in the process of easing tensions between the two countries.

BATTLE AT SEA
Makaroff Again Leaves Port Arthur.

JAPANESE FLEET IS SIGHTED
Result of the Engagement Is Still in Doubt.

EXPERT REVIEWS SITUATION
He Finds Walsh in Justify Miners' Army in Moving Slowly and Presenting Peaceful Solution.

TURKISH CARRIERS DEAD.
Three Persons Are Killed in Texas and New Mexico.

LUSCIOUS, April 6.—Four persons were killed and three wounded in a domestic argument in Texas and New Mexico. The shooting occurred in the course of a domestic dispute, and the names of the deceased are still unknown. The shooting took place in a surrounding area, and the cause of the dispute is still under investigation.

EX-GUARDIAN OF SPAIN SEAL
Operative of the Peter Smith Agency Passes Away This Morning.

PAYS 650,000 DOLLARS a Year, Physician of Alphonso, First in America for His Services in the Spanish Affair of the First World War.

NATION BACKS IT
Lewis and Clark Fair varies in scope.

NATIONS WILL JOIN
Magnitude Assured by Action of Congress.

NEARLY $2,000,000 NOW
Many States Have Provided Exhibits Others Will.

CAMPAIGN IS BEING PUSHED
Work of Construction Well Advanced and Will Be Also in Every State, According to the Statements of the Press and the Tests of Progress.

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL KINDS OF
MECHANICAL RUBBER GOODS
BELTING, PACKING AND HOSE
"CORKY-CLOTH" "CORKY-FABRIC" "WELCH'S" RUBBER HOSES AND BELTS
EXCLUSIVE DEALERS IN
GOODYEAR RUBBER COMPANY
S. B. Press, President.
PORTLAND, OREGON.

THE EASTMANN-KODAK CO.
Represent the Standard of Quality of Photographic Materials in the World. WE ARE THEIR AGENTS.
BLUMAUER-FRANK DRUG CO.

SHAW'S PURE MALT
BLUMAUER & HOCH

America's CREAMY MALT

The beer of plenty comes in the Lewis and Clark Fair.